
HOME TO MONTEREY BAY 
In memory of Keith Kumasen Abbott 
 
“Water sees water” Keith said trying to  
explain himself and his present state 
otherwise the past was fuzzy fragmented 
and the future clearly unimaginable 
on the bay at the burbling stern of 
the white tour boat idling just off sun 
brushed Lover’s Point with the neat 
streets of Pacific Grove climbing into 
the cypress hills amid echoes of memory 
now the fish food of his last scattering 
spilled into the inky welcoming sea 
as the flying white of a perfect enso 
implies the closure of a full circle so 
“water becomes water, just add water” 
  



AFTER THE SOLSTICE 
 
What are the consequences of being me  
a list should be gathering in my head 
like clouds in the predicted pre-shower sky 
shorter days send me looking for more light 
a lit candle doing its part for global warming 
and there it is written out in my own hand 
 
odd resonances of literature surface 
usage fitted for any age component parts  
cemented by the caulk of centuries 
even the most innocent phrase will find  
its roots deep in the loam of language 
 
frost has done its final work  
what wind and rain could not do 
the brilliance of leaves felled  
overnight bone gray naked trees 
 
I’ve reached a juncture a place of transition  
if a transformation is to occur  
I have to find the terms to come to myself  
with the same me but truer 
 
as soon as the sun drops below the ridge 
the neighborhood chimneys work overtime 
bedtime beckons with its lack of concentration 
 
I have burned with a particular selfish intensity  
it really is all about improvisation 
finding a point of departure 
time occurs at so many different levels 
strata of which course through my life 
 
occasionally as Atlas the weight of the world 
comes to rest on my back and I have to shoulder  
it or be crushed to the fine powder of sorrow 
 
neighborhood wakes with lighted  
window and columns of smoky spumes  
four days after the solstice winter  
has arrived and cold alleviated by idle  



spinning before the wall heater gray  
light of mist veils the landscape low  
overcast beards the hills of pine an all  
encompassing stillness pervades even  
the sputtering exhaust passing by caught  
up in the calm as morning’s atmosphere 
 
 
  



ATREAXIA 
 
Narrowing down the phylum  
that we should each shiver  
in our own shallow depressions 
at the winds of extinction 
 
from Epicurus to Chili Palmer 
“atreaxia” is Greek for “be cool” 
 
the books are there so that  
the shelves don’t look so empty 
 
language pared down 
to the bare bones of codification 
 
if you can talk about  
a poem does that make it  
more or less an artifact 
 
not the words determine the line 
but its shape on the open 
field of the page having traded 
one constraint for another 
 
but does it address the ear 
as all language should 
the perpetual oscillation of 
the perceptual oscillation 
obvious only to those of x-ray eyes 
 
the dance of photons organized 
by whatever they reflect 
at a scale I can own up to 
 
to find the poems among all my words 
I have to first believe that they are there 
 
  



GILDED HORIZON 
 
I express doubt  
(as do others) 
 
I don’t trust  
the page it is  
only too willing  
to turn on me 
 
what I write  
on it is always  
at least one remove  
from accurate 
 
no matter the eraser 
or the dictionary 
 
I try too hard  
the lead breaks  
the ink smears 
 
 


